
Item # Description Color Size Weight Absorbency (US Gallons) Selling Unit

AS-SG-34100-G Universal, Gray Mat, 100' roll Gray 34" x 100' 30 lbs. 21 gal of oil / 15 gal of water 1 rl

AS-SG-3450-G Universal, Gray Mat, 50' roll Gray 34" x 50' 15 lbs. 10.5 gal of oil / 7.5 gal of water 1 rl

AS-SG-34100-B Universal, Blue Mat, 100' roll Blue 34" x 100' 30 lbs. 21 gal of oil / 15 gal of water 1 rl

AS-SG-3450-B Universal, Blue Mat, 50' roll Blue 34" x 50' 15 lbs. 10.5 gal of oil / 7.5 gal of water 1 rl

¢  SUREGRIP™ ABSORBENT ADHESIVE FLOOR MAT

Adhesive Backed Matting
•• Fire retardant as per ASTM 726
•• Adhesive stops short of each edge for easy removal

Enhance your floor safety program with the 
next generation of sorbent/mat technology.
  
SureGrip™ is an industry-leading absorbant mat featuring superior 
absorbent technology. A sticky backing helps to keep this matting 
in place and allows for easy removal or replacement when no longer 
needed.

Advanced Absorption
Industry leading absorbency combined with high durability; fast 
drying and easy to clean. The universal sorbent mat absorbs both 
oil and water at the same time.
Stays Put
An advanced adhesive backing gives you the confidence that where 
you place the SureGrip mat is where it will stay when applied to a 
clean surface.
Durable
Withstands both foot and forklift traffic withouth shifting, rippling, 
or bunching; heavyweight, fast drying, and easy to clean
Versatile
Applications include Industrial/Manufacturing, Auto Repair, 
Foodservice, Grocery, Restaurants, Car Dealerships, Machine Shops, 
Entryways, and more. Easily cut and applied to all types and shapes 
of work surfaces. Rolls out easily to cover long areas quickly.
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Matting absorbs both oil- and water-based 
liquids to keep your workplace clean

Stays put in warehouses and plant floors in 
heavy forklift, pallet jack, and foot traffic

Use near machinery to avoid employee 
slips, trips, and falls
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A fast-drying solution in areas where water 
and moisture can drip or accumulate

Adhesive strength will not diminish even 
when wet

Great entry/exit matting that will not move 
or shift under shopping carts

The perfect choice for your facility.
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Protect from slipping and falling near sinks 
and drinking fountains

Place at transition areas to mitigate 
tracking dirt to front of house

Replace costly rental mat services with an 
inexpensive and disposable option
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SureGrip™


